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bpv BRAUN PARTNERS recognized again at the prestigious British ranking
handbook Chambers and Partners
bpv BRAUN PARTNERS is recommended in several areas in this year’s Chambers Europe 2020
publication.
Chambers mentions bpv again as one of the leading law firms in the Czech Republic for labour law and
a popular choice for German-speaking clients, also highlighting clients’ positive assessment of our ofcounsel Lucie Kalašová: “(Lucie) always provides us with a reliable response in a timely manner.”
The publication emphasises bpv’s role as a leader in the field of energy law and project financing –
“Offers strong renewable energy expertise. Handles transactions for energy suppliers and advises on
electricity and gas trading and distribution. Also assists with regulatory matters and corporate work
related to the energy industry. Additional expertise includes infrastructure construction projects and
advice for clients from the photovoltaic energy industry.” Partners Marc Müller and David Vosol are
listed as key contacts.
Chambers lists managing partner Arthur Braun as a recommended attorney for corporate law / mergers
and acquisitions: “(He) is very flexible and his work is of a very high quality.”
bpv BRAUN PARTNERS is also recommended for real estate law – with praise for the real estate team
for major transactions, highlighting the most important deals where bpv acted as advisor. Clients
commented on the team as follows: "Their legal advice is always provided timely in spite of rigorous
deadlines and the time pressure accompanying all real estate transactions.“ and “Another interviewee
also praises the "high level of professionalism and client service.". Chambers also mentions partner
Miroslav Dudek (“Sources underline his business understanding, one commending his ‘extensive
knowledge not only of real estate law, but also of technical and commercial circumstances.”) and
Gabriela Porupková, calling her “a reputed practitioner advising real estate funds and investors on asset
management, leases disposals and acquisitions. She is well prepared to handle deals involving office
buildings.”
We would like to thank all our clients and business partners for the trust they place in us, which we
appreciate greatly as it allows us to maintain our excellent position.

About us:
bpv BRAUN PARTNERS is one of the leading international law firms in the Czech Republic and
Slovakia. It is also a founding member of bpv LEGAL, a close association of law firms operating in
Central and Eastern Europe for many years. Its team consists of more than 38 lawyers offering its
clients, key Czech and foreign companies, comprehensive services in many areas of law. The key
expertise of bpv BRAUN PARTNERS includes merger and acquisitions, corporate law, real estate law

and also tax advisory services. Its experts also deal with copyright and IT law, competition law, energy
and labour law, life sciences and represent their clients before Czech, German and international courts
and in arbitrations. See more at www.bpv-bp.com.
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